
At a very basic level I suspect I didn’t have the confidence
to attend such an event in the earlier parts of my career. At
our Summer Schools I had heard esteemed Presidents of
the SoC, such as Eila Campbell and Mike Wood,
recounting their ICA experiences within their after dinner
speeches. So, by extension this was the arena for
Presidents and not for mere drones in the Society like
myself. So, what changed then? 

Over the years I have blithely trotted out pat answers
when asked the question “what unfulfilled ambitions do
you have in life?”. These usually involve travelling to such
places as the Himalayas, Antarctica, etc. It is worth noting
here that glacier walking is high on the individual

activities to do list – and this will become relevant later in
this story. It is the way of things that with the passing years
neither of those particular ambitions look any nearer being
satisfied. I am hindered in this quest by a fairly strong
dislike of the process of travelling. I don’t actually like the
whole necessary set of actions that go with it, such as
booking travel tickets, accommodation, packing and
actually getting to some much anticipated other place on
this earth.

Being laid up for ages a couple of years ago whilst
rehabilitating from a hip replacement operation, and also
being given a warning about a distinctly raised blood
pressure that was found when running routine tests for the
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operation, gave lead to strange thoughts of mortality.
Don’t get me wrong here, this was no Damascene
conversion taking place. It was more a realization that
these facts suggested that “doing stuff” should be
encompassed now rather than just put off till later. In
parallel with this there was the gradual independence that
our three teenage sons were achieving as they went into
and out of University education. This was starting to give
us as parents the ability to look at travel options that didn’t
necessarily have childcare implications. Similarly, having
worked through the financial impact of the children’s
education (with all the sacrifices that had implied) we
began to feel that spending money on individual and
partner trips of a grander nature were possible. So, let
spending the kids inheritance commence! This started with
a major trip to New Zealand the previous year (admittedly
taking the three boys with us on this occasion).

So, without actually realizing it at the time I suspect,
I started broadening my horizons in 2009. This resulted at
one level in me breaking out of my academic comfort
zone. Each year since 1974 I have attended the SoC
conference and carried out my duties as committee
member, Bulletin Editor and latterly as Chairman. Summer
School feels like a well-worn jumper nowadays, and I just
slip into it and can relax and feel snugly comfortable.
However, during the year I also gave presentations at the
OpenStreetMap conference in Amsterdam (on my
mapping trip to Antigua – but that is another story) and at
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the AGI conference (on adding geodata sources to
OpenStreetMap). It was quite a step to accept an invitation
to present at RGS/IBG – somewhere I never imagined I
would be invited, or even remotely have anything to
contribute. However, my ego was massaged by the kind
invitation from Martin Dodge, and I agreed to speak there
with a theme of “Cartography to neogeography”.

At some time early in the year I attended a committee
meeting of the UK Cartography Committee. It was clearly
stated there that the committee wanted to encourage
members to give serious consideration to attending the
upcoming ICA conference (in November). They even
targeted myself and the Editor of The Bulletin (Alex Kent)
as candidates for attendance as UK delegates. Without
particularly considering the implications I said I would
think about it and went off to check the conference
website. I received two financial setbacks which nearly
stalled the idea before it got off the ground. The UK
Cartography Committee would part-fund ICA
Commission Chairs to attend, and the ICA would part-
fund young participants to attend their first ICA
conference. I didn’t score on either of those unfortunately.
But at least I thought my employer might part-fund it,
being such a noted international conference. However,
cartography is not exactly my role at Middlesex University
these days and the suggestion fell on stony ground,
although it was conceded that I could have study time and
not have to take annual holiday. The end result was that I
was left to find a considerable amount of funding for the
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flights, accommodation and conference costs. I also
thought that going all that way would necessitate some
more money for some R&R and exploration time. I naïvely
thought a quick trip to Easter Island to see the statues
would be on the cards, but that turned out to be logistically
and financially out of the question. As you will see we
explored some of the culture of the country in an entirely
different way.

I still had to get a paper accepted, as I didn’t really
want to attend just as a delegate, but preferred the
challenge and discipline of presenting too. Chris Perkins is
Chair of the ICA Maps and Society Commission and he
had a session planned for the programme. I put an abstract
in based on a title of “Crowdsourcing is radically changing
the geodata landscape” and started researching costs and
options if it was accepted. I was finding out who the other
UK delegates were likely to be and hooked up with Alex
Kent as far as travelling and hotel booking was concerned
– really not wanting to travel alone.

Time passed and we both had our papers accepted.
We fought our way through the website’s arcane booking
system, and decided on travel and hotel plans, which were
the same as those of Ken Field (Kingston University,
Editor of the BCS Journal). There were quite early
deadlines for submission of both the presentation materials
and a written version of the paper. This goes against the
grain with me as I like to be preparing right up to the last
minute. I’d like to say it is because of my concern to keep
the presentation absolutely bang up to date (important in a
world that changes as fast as that of geodata does), but in
reality I am pathologically incapable of submitting
something like this BEFORE a deadline if one is imposed.

The following is an impression of the actual trip and
the conference itself. I hope it, and the lead-up story
outlined above, will encourage others to step up to the
plate and offer to present, or attend, the next ICA
conference, which is somewhat nearer to home for UK
members – being held in Paris in the autumn of 2011. 

Alex, Ken and I arranged to meet at Heathrow for the
flights out, and boarded our flight variously full of
anticipation and/or trepidation. Things started going awry
fairly soon. We had heard about an Atlantic storm
approaching the UK and we duly hit it over the Bay of
Biscay. On our flight path this was unavoidable and proved
unpleasant to say the least. One stewardess was heard to
say it was the worst turbulence she had ever experienced.
The flight choice we had made involved a change of planes
at São Paulo, with a very short turn around between planes.
The delays caused by battering through the storm meant
that we duly missed our connection. At São Paulo we went
through the process of finding out what the options were.
Incidentally, at Heathrow we had already found that the
flight had been overbooked and the airline was offering
incentives to customers to catch a flight the next day
instead (money, accommodation, etc.), but we all chose to
decline, just wanting to get there. We gave our details in at
the check-in next and found we were all on the waiting list
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for the next supra-Andes flight to Santiago. And then it just
got silly. We all got seats on the next plane except Alex
(seemingly a purely random process), and despite arguing
with them, offering to move into first class, etc., nothing
could be done, so Ken and I proceeded onwards, leaving
Alex to an unknown fate – rumoured to be a day in the
terminal building awaiting a further flight. We had beautiful
views over the Andes before landing in Santiago, catching
a cab to the hotel, settling in and exploring the local area
where we were based, particularly for a possible eatery for
later. Meanwhile I was so hungry and thirsty I had
consumed half of the goodies in the hotel room thinking
they were complimentary, only to find afterwards that they
were in the minibar and that we were to be charged
exhorbitant amounts for them on leaving! All manner of
problems ensued with trying to get money in the local
currency, which was not obtainable in the UK. I had dollar
travellers cheques which no one would exchange – not the
hotel, nor the banks. Ken and I had cards with the ability to
withdraw money internationally and none of them worked.
After the best part of a day in the terminal Alex arrived, just
as we were supping beers (on the room bill as we had no
way of paying) and thinking about turning in for the night.
Fortunately he had got money, changing at the terminal in
his long day, and we borrowed some off him for a couple of
days till we could eventually obtain our own.
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The hotel was really good, and we had a short walk
to the Escuela Militar, the conference venue. We registered
at a very impressively manned registration area and
decided to see a bit of Santiago if possible. The city has an
efficient and very reasonably priced metro system, which
is being gradually extended. We decided to also get some
exercise and caught the funicular to the top of San
Cristobal. This is a prominent outcrop that overlooks the
city, providing the location for an open air place of
worship, and superb views of the city. After walking about
up there we went back to the top of the funicular only to
find it had closed for the day. So, in the gathering gloom
three cartographers set off down a winding path that took
us completely in the wrong direction. A bit of nose-
following allowed us to find our way eventually and to an
agreed meeting with Chris Perkins for a well earned beer
(there seems to a theme emerging here) in the ‘Bohemian’
district of Nono, followed by a meal in a restaurant in the
slightly upper-market Patio Bellavista.

There isn’t space here to give a blow-by-blow
account of the whole conference, so again some fairly
random comments follow. There were 31 themes for the
papers, and there was always at least four themes running
in parallel. We all sat down and drew up “theme plans”
before each day. The difficulty was that WITHIN sessions
there were no exact times for presentations, so if moving
on you had to guestimate the start times of individual
presentations, allowing for a walk across the ‘campus’.
Otherwise the sessions themselves were organized with
military precision – no surprise there given the venue. It is
worth noting a couple of things about the format that
affected one’s experience in my view. Each session had

joint chairs, who had a mix of languages usually, and
tended to be a local and an international person. Each
lecture space had a really efficient translation service. You
obtained headsets as you entered that you could set to the
translation of your choice. Translators gave an impressive
display of on-the-fly translating from their booth.
Generally an English speaker would be translated into
Spanish, and a Spanish speaker into English, with a few
other variants at times. The weirdest thing was the time
management system. This consisted of traffic lights
(literally) being in place in each lecture theatre. Once your
allotted time had commenced they came on in green. If
you reached the allotted time they changed to red, and if
you overran by more than about a minute the house lights
went up and the sound from your microphone might even
be cut. Harsh but effective.

I attended a range of sessions and must say there was
variety of quality on show. Some seemed to never get to
the point, and some had very little cartographic relevance,
or were summaries of research projects. Having said that
there were some really good presentations. Alastair
Pearson’s analysis of historical terrain models was
fascinating, as was the whole ‘Critical Cartographies’
session, which included Chris Perkins and Sarah Elwood
from the USA. Menno-Jan Kraak’s “Space-time paths”
was especially challenging, and I had a particular interest
in the orienteering presentations in the Tourism themed
session.

How did my session go, I feel you thinking? Well it
followed a presentation where PowerPoint went walkies
half-way through the session, so a worry that mine might
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do the same, but also not a bad baseline to work with. How
can one ever realistically judge one’s own performance in
this situation. No one threw bunches of flowers on the
stage, or came up immediately to say stuff like “you were
absolutely brilliant Steve, never seen a performance like
it”. Judging by the extended question session afterwards it
seemed to strike a chord with the audience though. One
interesting response was that during the presentation I
made the point that the geodata landscape was changing so
much and so rapidly that even organizations like the
revered Ordnance Survey would be forced to react to the
situation, and pretty damn soon. Anyway the very next day
Vanessa Lawrence (CEO of the OS) was giving a keynote
presentation. Blow me down if Gordon Brown doesn’t
make the announcement that very day about proposed
changes at the OS, and freeing-up some OS data maps and
data. 

So Vanessa is halfway round the world and
frantically re-writing her keynote presentation. But the
amusing thing to me was that a couple of people who had
been in my presentation came up to me and said things on
the lines of “I see what you were inferring in your
presentation yesterday”, and making me out to be some
kind of seer or person with inside information – neither of
which is remotely true.

Vanessa gave a consummate performance in the
keynote, underlining the point that the government had
certainly better back the theory with appropriate funding if
the OS was to retain its position as supplier of high quality
geo-data. The UK delegates tend to stick loosely together
at these international conferences, and by chance Alex and

I were invited to lunch by Vanessa that day. Whilst OS are
obviously trying to keep abreast of technologically led
developments I suspect she herself has a slightly old-
fashioned outlook. She was particularly surprised that
No.10 had actually released the information about
proposed changes at OS via Twitter, rather than by a
traditional press release (which admittedly came later).
She also impressed on us that our lunch conversation was
strictly “off the record”, and that under no circumstances
were we to be off tweeting it directly afterwards. I can
honestly say that, tempting as it might have been, I
respected her enough to not do anything of the sort. There
were indeed some fascinating insights on possible ways
forward for OS, funding, future of paper products, staff
issues etc within our conversation. An indication of the
global nature of communications was Vanessa’s view that
there was actually no problem with her being in South
America when the news broke, and she was not dashing
home on the next plane. She was in constant contact with
her managers at OS, and able to record video messages for
her staff to be availed of her views on their future, etc. So
not THAT old-fashioned then.

We managed to fit in two particular excursions
within Chile to try to get a fuller feel to the country and its
culture while we were there. On one day Chris Perkins,
Alex Kent and I planned a trip to the Andes. I say that –
Chris planned it all really, but he and Alex had very limited
Spanish (I have none) which gave its own veneer to
proceedings – with taxi negotiation for instance. The plan
was to get out of the city and try and get to a nearby
glacier. To do this we travelled to the far end of one of the
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metro line to the south at Pienta Alto. There we looked for
and eventually found a local bus to take us to the village of
San José de Maipo, where we gathered we might be able to
negotiate a taxi to take us up into the mountains. This was
eventually achieved and we piled into a cab and rode
onwards. Eventually the road became unmade and we
reached Baños Morales. This very small settlement seems
to be there to serve the local extraction industry, and is also
the base for the National Park. We paid our dues and set
out to walk up to the glacier. We had booked the cab to
pick us up again, so knew we had five hours’ walking to
achieve our goal. Clocking the condor overhead, we set
off, noticing the altitude affecting our sedentary bodies.
We reached the head of the valley just about on schedule
but were thwarted in our ultimate ambition (to actually
walk on the glacier) by the amount of snow that was about.
The glacier itself was up a sort of hanging valley and was
protected by a large expanse of sloping snow that we just
were not equipped (trainers afoot) to negotiate. So a bunch
of photos recorded our efforts and we set off down again.
The taxi was there and we returned via bus, fantastic meal
in San José, and metro to base. There was a UK delegate
meal that evening in Santiago but we were too whacked
and left Ken with that one.

Alex and I also caught a coach to Valparaiso on the
coast to explore that ancient settlement. Here we were
fortunate to have the company of Julio Costa, who has
family living nearby. He is an active Chilean OSM
contributor and had already taken us to a ‘revolutionary’

restaurant in Santiago one night, and was now offering to
guide us round one of his favourite places. Thus we got to
see places off the beaten track, some of the less desirable
areas, the fabulous old funiculars, and the old harbour – a
really fascinating place. What is particularly poignant for
me is that both Santiago and Valparaiso were on the fringe
of the area affected by the recent 8.8 scale earthquake in
Chile and both received considerable amounts of damage.
Fortunately I heard that Julio’s family were fine, as they
live in one of the worst affected areas. I was also pleased to
be able to contribute, albeit in a very small way, to the
post-quake help being offered to Chile by contributing to
OpenStreetMap’s data that is frequently used by aid
agencies as it tends to be the most recent and complete data
available in some areas.

We collected our stuff together at the end of the week
and travelled back reasonably trouble free to the UK. This
was helped by Ken having the means of access to the
American Airlines lounge for our stopover at Rio. The
stopover was longer than our first one, but not as long as
Alex’s. We lorded it with the free food, drinks, showers
and Internet connection. 

In conclusion it was a fantastic experience that I will
remember for the rest of my life. Sharing it with such
erudite, and yet downright amusing, colleagues as those
mentioned just adds to it. Some of the little things that
amused us so at the time – often completely childish, but
hey, you gotta laugh – still pop into my mind at old times
to brighten the day. Of course the serious matter of the
conference was also a new and thoroughly worthwhile
experience. I try not to think of it as all that money, travel
and time for 20 minutes talking in front of a few people. I
think of it more as a broadening out my cartographic,
cultural and travel experience. I hope some of you reading
this will be inspired to consider attending the next ICA
conference and hope to see you in Paris!
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